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ORGANIZERS ANTICIPATE OVER 140 EVENTS FOR UPCOMING DREAMWEEK 2021 SUMMIT  

 

(SAN ANTONIO, Texas) The annual DreamWeek Summit is returning to San Antonio for its ninth 

consecutive year on January 14, 2021 through January 24, 2021 with an expected lineup of more than 140 

events. The summit, which is designed to inspire dialogue, cultivate unique ideas and celebrate community civil 

and civic engagements events, will focus on the theme “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness”.  In a 

world of increasingly global connectivity, there is a need for education, learning and revelation of the voices that 

have (and are) directing our paths to enlightenment, peace and the “beloved community”.  

The 10-day summit will comprise of indoor, outdoor, virtual events with exhibitions, panel discussions 

and individual presentations centered (in part) at 6 selected location hubs and COVID19 guidelines 

strictly adhered to.  

The 2021 summit lineup includes events from a growing roster of partner organizations. New partners 

include the Migrant Center for Human Rights, Mexican American Civil Rights Institute, Rotary 

International, Meals on Wheels San Antonio, Texas Children in Nature, Endeavors, Global Chamber San 

Antonio, Entrepreneurial Appetite, Accenture Federal Services and Centers for Applied Science & 

Technology (CAST).  

DreamWeek 2021 will kick off with the opening ceremony as we celebrate with remarks from Mayor Ron 

Nirenberg and recital by San Antonio Poet Laureate Andrea Vocab Sanderson. DWSA2021 highlights 

will include the “The Descendent” DreamHour Speaker Series (sponsored by UHS), featuring 25-30 

individuals from the community who will share their experiences as descendants of African Americans, 

Indigenous and Tejano peoples - who contributed to making America a global power - without 

recognition or compensation and the unveiling of the Notable people of San Antonio 2020 collection: “A 

Collective Vision” by Portrait Artist Kevin G. Saunders honoring civic, cultural, business, religious, and 

political leaders of our city.  

DreamVoice, LLC, presenters of DreamWeek, comprises a collection of community advocates from all 

walks of life. The singular commitment is to promote an environment in which issues facing our global 

community are addressed in a civic and civil manner, while empowering those who seek the 

understanding and education required for peaceful coexistence. 

### 

Contact: 

Lilly Guindy, DreamVoice LLC 

(210) 444.2315 | adm@dreamvoice.org     

Media resources: dreamweek.org/media 
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